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A B S T R A C T

A framework to describe transport and deposition of ultrafine particles (UFP) within forests using large eddy
simulation (LES) is presented. Comparison with measurements collected within and above a Scots pine stand in
Southern Finland are used to explore the plausibility of the simulations. The numerical model is then employed
to quantify the effects of canopy morphology (leaf area index and leaf area density), turbulence intensity, and
particle size on the partitioning between upper canopy and subcanopy deposition and the overall deposition
velocities. Results show a complex interplay between canopy morphology and turbulence, which is reflected on
the particle flux profiles within the canopy. However, mean particle concentration profiles, total deposition, and
deposition velocities at the canopy top are insensitive to the leaf area density profile but show dependence
mostly on leaf area index, turbulence levels, and particle size. Finally, with the goal of understanding the sen-
sitivity of the deposition velocity to all these parameters, an analytical model is developed that shows good
agreement with LES results (within ± 20%) for all conditions simulated here.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric concentrations of ultrafine particles (UFP, particles
with diameter ≤d 100 nmp ) have important effects on the climate
system and air pollution. UFP are one of the main sources of cloud
condensation nuclei in the atmosphere and are recognized to alter the
reflectivity and life-time of clouds (Albrecht, 1989). Inhalation of air-
borne UFP can contribute to adverse health effects both in the re-
spiratory tract and extrapulmonary organs (Oberdörster et al., 2005).
Understanding these effects requires information on all steps of UFP
life-cycle in the atmosphere, including emission/formation, transfor-
mation, transport, and removal by wet and dry deposition (Kulmala
et al., 2004). Here, the focus is on UFP collection by vegetation given its
significance in dry deposition (Andreae and Crutzen, 1997).

Dry deposition of particles on vegetated surfaces depends primarily
on particle size, turbulence above and within the vegetation layer, and
the collection properties of the vegetation elements (such as leaves and
branches) and soil surfaces (Grönholm et al., 2009). For particles in the
UFP range, for which gravitational settling and deposition by inter-
ception and impaction are negligible (Petroff et al., 2008a), the role of
turbulent transport within the canopy layer and Brownian diffusion
near the vegetation elements are the dominant processes. The

development of measurement techniques and instrumentation that
allow size-resolved eddy-covariance fluxes to be determined in field
conditions has lead to progress in the understanding of dry deposition
in forested environments (Grönholm et al., 2007, 2009). This knowl-
edge is complemented by laboratory experiments investigating effects
of leaf morphology and leaf area index (LAI) on particle removal (Lin
and Khlystov, 2012; Huang et al., 2015). However, the interplay be-
tween vegetation structure and UFP removal continues to draw sig-
nificant research attention (Katul et al., 2010, 2011).

As an example, Vesala et al. (2005) used eddy-covariance fluxes of
particles (ranging in diameter between 3 nm and 500 nm) together with
a model for the dependence of deposition velocity on particle size to
evaluate the effect of forest thinning on deposition velocities. The au-
thors found that a reduction in about 25% in total LAI (from LAI=8 to
6) resulted in a reduction of about 60% in the deposition velocity when
using the classical model by Slinn (1982). Katul et al. (2011) used the
same data set but a different modeling approach and arrived at a re-
duction of 25% for the deposition velocity, suggesting a direct pro-
portionality between deposition velocity and LAI. Using branch-scale
wind tunnel experiments for UFP, LAI was shown to be the key de-
terminant of particle collection when compared to leaf area density
shape (Huang et al., 2013) and that total particle collection scales with
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LAI. Studies of the effects of canopy architecture and turbulence levels
on deposition of UFP are scarce and even the partitioning of deposition
between the crown and the understory/ground remains a challenge
(Pryor et al., 2008). Laboratory experiments with solid obstacles in-
dicate that ground deposition can account for 20%–60% of the total
deposition (Donat and Ruck, 1999). This range is comparable with field
experiments, which yield 10%–35% 15. However, Grönholm et al.
(2009) suggests that understory fraction decreases with increasing
turbulence levels, while Donat and Ruck (1999) observes the opposite.

A number of dry deposition models have been proposed and are
currently in use for predicting UFP removal by vegetated surfaces [e.g.
Slinn, 1982, Zhang, 2001, Petroff et al., 2008b, Feng, 2008]. Two re-
views covering dry deposition onto vegetated canopies provide a
summary of models and experiments reported over the past 30 years
(Petroff et al., 2008a; Pryor et al., 2008). Common in these reviews is
the finding that even when size-resolved multilayered models of the
canopy roughness sublayer are employed, significant deviations be-
tween modeled and measured deposition rates persist. A number of
recent efforts have focused on development and use of multilayer size-
resolved models that are not based on K-theory and are capable of re-
presenting the transport of UFP within different layers of the vegetation
(Huang et al., 2014). These models produce statistics in broad agree-
ment with measurements, and suggest that both LAI and its vertical
distribution (characterized by the leaf area density – LAD) are im-
portant in determining the deposition velocity above forests (Katul
et al., 2011). In addition, model calculations suggest that the parti-
tioning between crown and understory/ground deposition is in-
dependent of the friction velocity, u* (Huang et al., 2014). Even though
these models do not rely on K-theory, they also make a number of as-
sumptions about turbulence and its interaction with the vegetation.

In the present work, large eddy simulation (LES) is used to explore
the effects of particle size, turbulence intensity, and canopy architecture
(represented by LAI and LAD) on the deposition of UFP to forests. In
particular, the focus is on the partitioning between crown and un-
derstory/ground deposition and on the behavior of the deposition ve-
locity as it varies with flow statistics. Simulations results are used as a
guide in designing a reduced order analytical model that encapsules the
key dependencies of the deposition velocity on particle size, canopy
architecture and turbulence intensity. The LES approach is described in
Section 2. Comparison with published field measurements and sensi-
tivity simulations are presented in Section 3. The theoretical model is
presented in Section 4, and conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Numerical simulations

2.1. Flow through model canopy

The three-dimensional LES model employed in this study has been
described in detail elsewhere (Chamecki et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2014).
For brevity, only a few key features are highlighted here. The filtered
momentum equation for neutral conditions is written as

∂
∂

+ ∇ = − ∇ − ∇ +u u u τ F
t ρ

p· 1 · .
͠ ͠ ͠ ͠ d

(1)

where u͠ is the filtered velocity, ∇ρ p(1/ ) ͠ is the filtered pressure gradient
force and τ is the subgrid scale (SGS) momentum flux. A body force Fd is
used to represent the additional drag forces imposed by the vegetation
on the flow, as originally done by Shaw and Schumann (1992) – see also
discussion in Pan et al. (2016). It is assumed that pressure drag is
dominant when compared to viscous drag and the force is modeled as

= −F P u uC a( )·( )͠ ͠d d (2)

where Cd is the drag coefficient (assumed to be constant), a is the
overall leaf area density, and = + +P e e e e e eP P Px x x y y y z z z is the pro-
jection coefficient tensor to project the leaf area density into streamwise
(x), spanwise (y) and vertical (z) directions (here we use =C 0.15d and

= = =P P P 1/3x y z ).
The momentum equations are solved in rotational form and dis-

cretized using a fully dealiased pseudo-spectral approach in the hor-
izontal directions and a centered second-order finite-difference scheme
in the vertical direction. The Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic
Smagorinsky SGS model (Bou-Zeid et al., 2005) is employed to close the
equations. A no-stress boundary condition is imposed at the top of the
domain and a log-law wall model with imposed surface roughness is
used to parameterize the bottom boundary condition at the soil surface.
The flow is driven by a constant mean pressure gradient =dP dx u L/ /s z

2 ,
where us is a nominal velocity scale (that is close, but not identical, to
the friction velocity) and Lz is the height of the domain. This model has
been shown to produce first- second- and third-order flow statistics in
agreement with measurements inside and above a cornfield (Pan et al.,
2014) and an Amazon forest canopy (Gerken et al., 2017).

2.2. Ultrafine particle transport and deposition

The simulation of ultrafine particle deposition onto canopy elements
is undoubtedly complicated, and many simplifications are also required
here for the problem to be tractable with existing information about
canopy morphology and current computational resources. In fact, the
problem is similar to that encountered for the flow field, for which the
drag force resulting from interactions of the flow with individual leafs
and branches cannot be explicitly represented in the simulation and a
‘macroscopic’ approach based on a body-force acting over an entire grid
volume is necessary. In the same way, particle motion at the leaf scale
cannot be represented explicitly in the model, and neither can the in-
teraction of particles with the viscous boundary layer around individual
plant elements. Thus, a macroscopic modeling approach must be
sought.

In the approach developed here, UFP are assumed to be massless, in
the sense that all effects associated with particle mass and inertia are
neglected. In practice, this means that particles are transported by the
turbulent wind field in the same way as a passive tracer (no gravita-
tional settling and no inertial effects), and that the transport across
laminar boundary layers around canopy elements and the ground is
governed by Brownian motion (interception and inertial impaction are
negligible). These assumptions are well justified in the treatment of
small particles in the UFP range (Friendlander, 2000; Petroff et al.,
2008a).

An Eulerian description that defines a particle concentration field as
described in detail by Chamecki et al. (2009) and Pan et al. (2014) is
used. In the present application, gravitational settling is not included in
the model, and the particle concentration is advected only by the fluid
velocity. The transport equation for particle concentration and de-
position is written as

∂
∂

+ ∇ = −∇ −
∼ ∼u πC
t

C S·( ) · ,͠ C
d (3)

where ∼C is the particle concentration, πC is the SGS particle con-
centration flux, and Sd is the rate of particle deposition (or collection)
onto canopy elements. The particle concentration field ∼C is assumed to
be mono-dispersed, in the sense that all particles are assumed to have
the same size in a given simulation. This assumption implies that ∼C can
be defined either as number density (number of particles per unit vo-
lume) or as a mass density (total mass per unit volume), and it is im-
portant in designing a model for the particle deposition term. Because
the present study focuses on UFP, canopy and ground deposition are
controlled by Brownian diffusion across laminar boundary layers, re-
quiring different parameterizations for Sd from those used by Chamecki
et al. (2009) and Pan et al. (2014). Following the general approach
outlined by Friendlander (2000), the canopy deposition Sd is modeled
by

= ∼ uS α C E( ).͠d g B (4)
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Here, ∼C is the local instantaneous particle concentration and αg is a
geometric factor that includes the effects of leaf morphology and has
units of inverse length (in all simulations presented here we use

=α a π/g ). This model is applicable to large Reynolds numbers in the
range < <Re10 102 4 (where =Re u d ν/͠ l is the Reynolds number of the
flow around vegetation elements with characteristic dimension dl). The
collection efficiency for Brownian diffusion, EB is given by
(Friendlander, 2000; Lin et al., 2012)

= − −E Re Sc1.88 ,B
1/2 2/3 (5)

where =Sc ν D/ B is the Schmidt number, ν is the air kinetic viscosity,
and DB is the diffusivity for particle concentration in air obtained from
Brownian motion and given by

=D C k T πμd/(3 ).B C B p (6)

Here, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, μ is the
dynamic viscosity of air, dp is, as before, the particle diameter and CC is
the Cunningham correction factor, which can be calculated by

⎜ ⎟= + ⎡
⎣⎢

+ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥

C λ
d

d
λ

1 2.514 0.8exp 0.55 ,C
p

p

(7)

where λ is the mean free path of air (66 nm at a temperature of 20 °C).
For UFP, the DB is much larger than the molecular diffusion of gases in
air with Schmidt number near unity.

Ground deposition is modeled by imposing a flux boundary condi-
tion based on the pipe flow analogy approach for particle deposition
onto rough solid boundaries proposed by Feng (2008). The surface flux
is calculated via

= − = −∼ ∼−F V C Sc u C ,s d s, 1
0.6

*,sfc 1 (8)

where ∼C1 is the resolved particle concentration at the first vertical grid
point, Vd s, is the particle deposition velocity, and u*,sfc is the friction
velocity calculated based on the velocity at the first vertical level deep
inside the canopy, and it characterizes the momentum transfer between
the first level and the ground (and is thus much smaller than the friction
velocity at the top of the canopy u*). For the ground deposition, tur-
bophoresis and impaction are neglected in this model due to the small
sizes of UFP.

The assumption of massless particles leads to a set of equations
(3)–(8) in which particle size appears only in the calculation of the
particle diffusivity due to Brownian motion, impacting the sink term in
the equation (3) for particle transport and on the deposition velocity at
the ground surface given by Equation (8). In the next section, simula-
tions are performed for a range of particle sizes all in the UFP range. In
practice, this means that Equation (3) is solved separately for each
particle size, and the only difference between solutions for different
particle sizes is associated with the deposition processes.

The particle transport equation is discretized using a finite-volume
approach with a third-order bounded scheme for the advection term
(Chamecki et al., 2008), and the SGS particle concentration flux is
closed using a flux-gradient model with a constant SGS Schmidt number
equal to 0.4 (Chamecki et al., 2009). The particle concentration field is
initialized from a zero-concentration condition, and concentrations are
driven by a constant particle concentration =∼C C0 prescribed at the top
of the domain (the specific choice of C0 is not relevant, since all the
concentrations and particle fluxes scale linearly with C0) as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the horizontal di-
rections.

2.3. Simulation setup

2.3.1. Simulation of SMEAR II field experiments
To assess model skill, a simulation reproducing conditions for the

field measurement campaign at SMEAR II Station for Measuring
Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations located in a Scots pine stand (Pinus

sylvestris L.) in Southern Finland was performed. Hereafter, this simu-
lation is referred to as SMII. Details of the measurement site and re-
levant turbulence statistics based on data collected in 2005 are pre-
sented in Launiainen et al. (2007) and Katul et al. (2010). Based on the
SMEAR II site description, a horizontally homogeneous canopy with
height =h 15 m and all-sided leaf area index (LAI) 7m2m−2 con-
centrated between 7 and 15m above the surface (Launiainen et al.,
2007) is assumed. The leaf area density (LAD) profile a z( ) used by Katul
et al. (2010), which includes an additional near ground peak with LAI
1.4 m2m−2 to model the understory layer (see Fig. 2a) is employed. As
the effect of the understory vegetation was represented in the model by
the drag force, a roughness height =z 0.001 m0 , corresponding to
ground roughness, is used as the bottom boundary condition.

The UFP data used here was collected between March and
November 2008 at the same site as reported by Katul et al. (2010).
Particle fluxes were measured using eddy covariance at two heights
(subcanopy level at 2m and above canopy level at 23.3m above forest
floor). The eddy covariance measurements were not size resolved, as
particle concentrations were obtained from a condensation particle
counter (TSI 3010 from TSI Inc.). However, size distribution was also
measured with a differential mobility particle analyzer (DMPS), al-
lowing for the results to be displayed as a function of the median dia-
meter, providing pseudo size-dependent flux and deposition velocity
measurements (Grönholm et al., 2009). This should be kept in mind
when comparing simulation of mono-dispersed particles with observa-
tions (this is particularly relevant because the deposition does not scale
linearly with particle size). Field data were split into runs of 30min and
statistics were calculated for each run. Data from all runs were averaged
together based on the median particle diameter and friction velocity
above the canopy for each run, producing statistics as a function of
friction velocity and median particle size. Only wind directions that
were not contaminated upwind by the housing facility at the field site.
See Katul et al. (2010) for more details on data processing and selection.

The main SMII simulation was performed on a domain size of
=L h40x , =L h20y and =L h10z with a grid spacing of = =x y hΔ Δ /5

and =z hΔ /15 (see Fig. 1). This domain size is typical for LES studies of
canopy flows in neutral conditions, and the truncation of the atmo-
spheric boundary layer at =L h10z does not have significant effects on
the turbulence statistics in the region ≤z h/ 2 (e.g., see detailed studies
by Bailey and Stoll (2013) and Pan et al. (2014)). Two additional si-
mulations, one doubling the domain extent in all 3 directions (SMII-
Large) and the other using a slightly finer grid resolution in the vertical
direction (SMII-Fine with =z hΔ /20) were also performed to confirm
that the choice of domain size and grid resolution were appropriate.

The simulation SMII was run for a total time =T L u40 /z s (L u/z s is
the eddy turnover time) with the first half used to ensure the devel-
opment of an approximately statistically steady-state condition for the
turbulence and particle fields and the second half used for data col-
lection. For this simulation, a =u 0.52 m/ss is used (note that this is not

Fig. 1. The computational domain with dimensions × ×h h h40 20 10 used in all
the LES runs. All lateral boundary conditions are periodic. Boundary conditions
for particle concentration in the top and bottom surfaces are also shown in the
figure.
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the actual friction velocity, defined here based on the momentum flux
at the top of the canopy, but it is close in value). Because the focus is on
UFP, five particle diameters equally spaced between 10 and 50 nm were
used in the simulations. As mentioned before, this implies that Equation
(3) is repeated five times in each simulation, one for each particle size.
All particle sizes have the same initial condition and forcing at the top
of the domain, and the differences in the results are a manifestation of
the differences only in the particle deposition models given by Equa-
tions (4) and (8).

2.3.2. Exploration of LAI and LAD for planar homogeneous canopies
To explore the influence of LAI, LAD, and turbulence levels on the

fluxes and deposition of UFP particles, ten additional simulations were
performed based on combinations of two values of LAI (two-sided

=LAI 4 for a sparse canopy and =LAI 10 for a dense canopy) and three
LAD profiles (uniform, top-heavy, and middle-heavy, see Fig. 2b and
Table 1). Following Katul et al. (2011), the LAD profiles were generated
from a Weibull distribution function with shape and scale parameters (b
and c, respectively, listed in Table 1) based on data for a wide range of
coniferous and deciduous tree species (Teske and Thistle, 2004). An
understory canopy with the same LAD as in the uniform case is added to
the top-heavy and bottom-heavy simulations, altering the total LAI for
each simulation (see Table 1). Even though some of the LAD profiles
chosen here do not have a clear separation between crown and un-
derstory, for purposes of comparing simulation results we use this re-
gion in the lowest model layer as a working definition of understory.
For convenience, we label simulations as S (sparse) and D (dense)
scenarios and refer to the different LAD profiles as 1 (top-heavy), 2
(middle-heavy), and 3 (uniform). The canopy height and all other
physical parameters are the same as in the simulation SMII, except for a
smaller pressure gradient force given by =u 0.5 m/ss . Model domain
and grid resolution are also kept the same as in SMII for consistency. To
assess the effect of turbulence intensities in the results, additional si-
mulations with canopies S1 and D1 were performed for weak
( =u 0.2 m/ss ) and strong ( =u 0.8 m/ss ) wind conditions. All LES runs
are performed for neutral conditions, without buoyancy forces.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Simulation of SMEAR II experiment

A comparison of profiles of turbulence statistics from SMEAR II and
the results from simulation SMII is shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, all
statistics from the LES were normalized using the simulated momentum
flux at =z 23.3 mref , so that for this comparison we define

= −u u w( ' ' )z*,ref
1/2

ref , as done in the field observations (with
=u 0.48 m/s*,ref in the simulation). Data from observations correspond

to the near-neutral conditions presented by Launiainen et al. (2007),
with errorbars showing one standard deviation around the ensemble
mean value. Overall, the LES results are in agreement with measure-
ments.

Before proceeding to analyze the results, a brief assessment of the
effects of grid resolution and domain size on the results is in order. The
most important components of the flow driving transport within and
just above the canopy are the turbulent structures originating from the
shear instability at the canopy top. These structures scale with the shear
length scale = ∂ ∂L u h u z( )/( / )s h. In particular, these “eddies” have
vertical size ≈ LΛz s and horizontal size ≈ LΛ 8x s (Raupach et al.,
1996). If these metrics are adopted to establish the minimum grid re-
solution requirements (Ross, 2008), the grid size should satisfy

≤z LΔ /4S and = ≤x y LΔ Δ 2 s (for a reasonable aspect ratio ≤Δ /Δ 5x z ,
the restriction on Δz is always more severe). For SMII, this is certainly
the case as the conditions become ≤zΔ 3.25 m and = ≤x yΔ Δ 26.0 m
(note that the resolution used is =zΔ 1 m and = =x yΔ Δ 3 m). From
the calculated values of Ls for the idealized canopy simulations (see
Table 1), this grid resolution is sufficient in the horizontal directions for
all simulations and it is sufficient in the vertical direction for all si-
mulations except cases D1 and D3 for which it is borderline. Thus, in
principle, the resolution should be enough to provide reasonable results
of UFP transport in the near canopy region. Nevertheless, comparisons
between turbulence statistics from simulations SMII, SMII-fine, and
SMII-large are also shown in Fig. 3, confirming that there is very little
sensitivity of turbulence to grid resolution and domain size.

A number of features of the comparison between SMII and ob-
servations are pointed out next. The weak secondary peak in mean
velocity within the trunk space is reproduced by the LES (Fig. 3a),
which also captures the fast decay in momentum flux in the upper ca-
nopy caused by the large LAD in that region (Fig. 3b). Streamwise and
vertical velocity standard deviations are also well represented, with the
exception of the vertical velocity standard deviation close to the ground
surface. Note that only resolved portions of variances are shown, and it
is possible that the SGS component of σw represents a significant portion
of the total energy deep inside the canopy. It is also possible that the
lack of representation of the vortex shedding in the wake of the trunks
(Cava and Katul, 2008) results in under-prediction of the vertical ve-
locity variance.

The skewness of streamwise and vertical velocity are under-

Fig. 2. Leaf area density profiles for (a) the SMII simulation and (b) the 6 scenarios of idealized LAI and LAD canopies.

Table 1
The overall leaf area index (LAI) including crown and understory, canopy
height (h), shape parameters (b and c), friction velocity at the canopy top (u*),
and the shear length scale (Ls) for all simulations employed here.

Scenario LAI (m2m−2) h (m) b c u* (m/s) Ls (m)

SMII 7.70 + 1.40 15 – – 0.49 13.0
S1 4.24 15 0.4 1.4 0.19, 0.47, 0.76 5.7
S2 4.20 15 0.65 3.5 0.47 20.8
S3 4.00 15 4 1.1 0.47 6.8
D1 10.60 15 0.4 1.4 0.19, 0.47, 0.76 3.1
D2 10.50 15 0.65 3.5 0.47 15.4
D3 10.00 15 4 1.1 0.47 3.8
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Fig. 3. Comparison between LES results for simulation SMII (solid lines) and observations (open circles) of turbulence statistics for SMEAR II: (a) mean velocity, (b)
momentum flux, (c) standard deviation of streamwise velocity, (d) standard deviation of vertical velocity, (e) skewness of streamwise velocity and (f) skewness of
vertical velocity. The dashed line in panel (b) denotes the SGS contribution to the total momentum flux. Green dashed lines and blue dash-dotted lines indicate results
from simulations SMII-large and SMII-fine, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons between LES results (solid and dashed lines) and measurements (solid circles) for SMEAR II: (a) normalized mean particle concentration (dashed
lines) and normalized mean particle flux (solid lines) and (b) deposition velocity.
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predicted near the canopy top, but are reproduced in the rest of the
canopy (Fig. 3e and f). The under-prediction in the upper canopy is
likely associated with an under-prediction of strong sweeps and ejec-
tions, as documented in the LES of a cornfield by Pan et al. (2014). Pan
et al. (2014) found also that the absence of plant reconfiguration in the
model was the primary reason for this under-prediction and proposed a
velocity-dependent drag coefficient to improve agreement. In the pre-
sent paper, the agreement between measured and simulated flow sta-
tistics are deemed acceptable for the purposes of UFP comparisons.

Next, profiles of mean particle concentration (C z( )), vertical tur-
bulent particle fluxes ( = ′ ′F z w C( ) ), and local deposition velocities
(defined as = −V z F z C z( ) ( )/ ( )d ) are evaluated. Mean concentrations
and turbulent fluxes are normalized by their values at the reference
level above the canopy (Cref and Fref ). This normalizing is in keeping
with how the SMEAR-II data are presented in the literature. Since the
simulation has a friction velocity =u 0.49 m/s* , only field measure-
ments obtained during periods with u* between 0.4 and 0.7m/s were
used for comparison. The observations exhibit small changes (about
10%) between the median concentrations at the reference level above
the canopy and the values near the ground surface. This “well-mixed”
mean concentration profile is also captured in the LES results (Fig. 4a).
The large changes in particle flux with height inside the canopy, asso-
ciated with the particle deposition, are also captured by the LES
(Fig. 4a). The profiles of deposition velocity V z( )d highlight better the
effects of particle size on deposition efficiency, showing a large re-
duction of deposition velocity with increasing particle diameter. The
LES captured this measured trend reasonably (Fig. 4b).

The effects of particle size on UFP concentration, flux ratios, and
deposition velocity are more evident in Fig. 5, where results are dis-
played as a function of particle size. The flux ratio, defined as the flux at
the understory (or subcanopy) level divided by the flux above the ca-
nopy displays weak dependence on the particle size. This ratio has been
interpreted as the fraction of the total deposition that is contributed by
the understory and ground, and the results here suggest that this frac-
tion is not impacted by particle size in the UFP size range. As it will be

clear in the next section, this effect is caused by the dense canopy crown
at the SMEAR II site, which leads to small particle fluxes below

=z h/ 0.5 (see Fig. 4b). The SMEAR II data have significant variability,
which may in part be explained by the combination of the possible
variability in particle size distribution associated with any given
median diameter dp and the variability of friction velocities (both ab-
sent in the design of the numerical simulations). Finally, we note that
the LES is capable of capturing the large reduction in deposition velo-
city between the above canopy reference height and the understory
level. It also captures the reduction in deposition velocity with in-
creasing particle size, in reasonable agreement with the SMEAR II data
and with results from second-order closure modeling by Huang et al.
(2014).

3.2. Idealized canopy simulations

Having demonstrated the predictive skills of the LES, the effects of
variable canopy LAI and LAD on UFP deposition is now explored. Fig. 6
presents the profiles of selected turbulence statistics up to third-order
for the 6 idealized canopies with the purpose of characterizing the flow
field and setting the stage for the discussion of UFP deposition. Here-
after, the friction velocity based on the momentum flux at the canopy
top is defined as = − ′ ′ =u u w z h* and is used for velocity normalization.
The complexity of the profiles displayed in Fig. 6 suggest that both LAI
and LAD influence the turbulence and that no clear separation between
sparse and dense canopies can be made. Some of the most relevant
features of these profiles are discussed below.

Even though no clear organization between the different cases is
evident, some differences become apparent when the canopy is sepa-
rated into upper and lower portions at =z h/ 0.5. In the upper canopy,
the main distinction is between the bottom heavy canopies (S2 and D2)
and the others (top-heavy and uniform). This is not unexpected, as in
the bottom heavy canopy, the flow is not subjected to much momentum
drag above ≈z h/ 0.6. Thus, these canopies are marked by larger pe-
netration of momentum flux (Fig. 6b), and significantly larger mean
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Fig. 5. Comparisons between LES results (blue solid circles), 1D multilayer model from Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2014) (triangles and dashed line) and mea-
surements (open circles) for SMEAR II: (a) particle concentration ratio C C/sub ref , (b) particle flux ratio F F/sub ref , (c) deposition velocity above the canopy, and (d)
deposition velocity for the understory.
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velocities (Fig. 6a) and TKE (Fig. 6c and d) in the upper canopy. In the
lower canopy, the main separation is between sparse and dense ca-
nopies. This is also not unexpected, as the momentum reaching the
lower canopy has already encountered a significant fraction of the total
LAI, so that vertical distribution of leaf area is no longer significant.

The skewness of the streamwise velocity is used as an indication of
the penetration of coherent structures (Pan et al., 2015). Note that the
profile of Sku has the same shape as the profile of the ratio between
sweeps and ejections [e.g., see Poggi et al., 2004, Gerken et al., 2017]
and the point where =Sk 0u serves as a good proxy for the maximum
penetration depth of coherent structures. Similarly, the peak in Sku
marks the region of most intense activity of coherent structures, where
the ratio between momentum transported by sweeps and by ejections is
maximized. This assessment is well-supported by detailed flume ex-
periments for a rod canopy where the rod density varied by more than a
factor of 10 (Poggi et al., 2004). From the profiles shown in Fig. 6e, we
can once again see the complex interplay between LAI and LAD, as LAD
seems to be the main determinant of the position of the peak in SKu
while LAI seems to correlated better with the point where SKu crosses
zero. Based on these simulation results, the penetration depth of co-
herent eddies appears to be limited to the upper 40% or 50% of the
canopy in the dense cases, while it extends all the way close to the

ground surface in the sparse simulations. Note that for the bottom-
heavy canopies, the inflection point in the mean velocity profile occurs
below =z h/ 0.5 (Fig. 6a), and an extended analysis beyond the scope of
this paper would be required to establish the vertical extent of coherent
eddies.

Statistics of the particle concentration field for the smallest UFP in
the simulation ( =d 10 nmp ) are displayed in Fig. 7. These results are
qualitatively representative for all particle sizes simulated before. Even
for neutral atmospheric conditions simulated here, the mean con-
centration profile for small particles can be considered to be well mixed
as implied by the field experiments of Grönholm et al. (2009). The
striking differences between mean velocity and concentration profiles
inside the canopy are indicative of the canopy's higher efficiency in
removing momentum compared to UFP removal. This is also clearly
seen in the much weaker decay of particle flux with depth into the
canopy when compared to the fast decay of the momentum flux. Thus,
particles are more efficiently transported into the deep layers of the
canopy than momentum and perhaps contribute more to the unders-
tory-forest floor deposition than their momentum counterpart.

Despite the behavior for the mean concentration profiles displaying
sensitivity to LAI but not LAD shape, the profiles of particle flux and
deposition velocity resemble the complexity of the turbulence statistics,

Fig. 6. Turbulence statistics for idealized canopies: (a) mean velocity, (b) momentum flux, (c) standard deviation of streamwise velocity, (d) standard deviation of
vertical velocity, (e) skewness of streamwise velocity and (f) skewness of vertical velocity.
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and no clear organization by LAI or LAD emerges. Nevertheless, the
particle deposition profiles (Fig. 7d) are sufficiently self-similar sug-
gesting the possibility of development of reduced models for the total
deposition velocity (i.e., the deposition velocity at the top of the ca-
nopy, which results from the vertically integrated deposition). Fig. 7c
suggests the deposition velocity at the canopy top is almost insensitive
to LAD, and it is a weak function of LAI. More specifically, a reduction
of 60% in LAI (from 10 to 4) leads to a reduction of only 40% in the
deposition velocity. This is a weaker effect than that found in previous
studies (Vesela et al., 2005; Katul et al., 2011). The aforementioned
effect of LAI on deposition velocities is explored in more detail next.

The flux ratios are shown in Fig. 8 for all idealized canopy simu-
lations. For the broad range of conditions tested here, the results show
that: this ratio displayed a strong dependence on LAI and a mild de-
pendence on LAD (Fig. 8a). Furthermore, for dense canopies, the ratio is
approximately independent of UFP size and turbulence levels. How-
ever, for sparse canopies, both effects become important and the frac-
tion increases with increasing UFP size and with increasing friction
velocity.

4. A reduced model for canopy deposition

With the goal of summarizing the effects of UFP size, turbulence
levels, and LAI on deposition velocity, a reduced model is now pro-
posed. As stated in the introduction, the goal of this work is disen-
tangling the competing effects of LAI on deposition. As noted by Slinn
(1982), a decrease in LAI leads to a decrease in surface area available
for deposition, but also leads to an increase in the mean velocity inside
the canopy, which in turn contributes to increasing deposition. The
starting point is the normalized deposition velocity defined as

= −V
u

F
C u

,d h

h* * (9)

where = ′ ′F w Ch h as before. From the mean particle budget integrated
over the entire canopy height,

∫− = −
=

F F S dz,h z

h
d0 0 (10)

where F0 is the ground deposition. Adopting the same modeling ap-
proach used in the LES,
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Fig. 7. Particle concentration statistics for idealized canopies: (a) mean particle concentration, (b) mean particle flux, (c) deposition velocity, and (d) average canopy
deposition.

Fig. 8. Ratio between particle flux at the top of subcanopy (Fsub) and particle flux at the top of the canopy (Fh) for (a) all canopy architecture LES using =u 0.5 m/ss

and (b) all turbulence intensity simulations for top-heavy canopies (D1 and S1).
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= ∼− − uS d ν Sc α C1.88( / ) ͠d l g
1/2 2/3 1/2 (11)

and

= − −F Sc u C .0
0.6

*,sfc 0 (12)

Because deposition velocity does not show a strong dependence on
the vertical distribution of foliage (Fig. 7c), the =a z LAI h( ) / may be
treated as a constant for this purpose and = ≈α a π LAI πh/ /( )g . Any
correlations between concentration and velocity are neglected. Hence,

≈∼ uC Cu͠ 1/2 1/2 and ≈u u͠ 1/2 1/2. Finally, because C does not change
appreciably with height inside the canopy (Fig. 7a), at least when
compared to deposition velocity, it is replaced by Ch. With these as-
sumptions, the deposition velocity can be expressed as

∫= + ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

−
− −

=

V
u

u
u

Sc Re Sc LAI
πh

u z
u

dz1.88 ( ) .d
z

h

*

*,sfc

*

0.6 *
1/2 2/3

0 *

1/2

(13)

For dense forests, ≪u u( / ) 1*,sfc * and the first term related to ground
deposition can be neglected in a first-order analysis.

To make explicit the dependence of the mean velocity profile on
LAI, the analytical model from Massman and Weil (1999) is used as-
suming a constant leaf area density and is given by

= ⎡
⎣

− ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦

u
u β

n z
h

1 exp 1 ,
* (14)

where

=n C P LAI
β2

d x
2 (15)

and

= = − −β u
u

a a a C P LAIexp( ).
h

d x
*

1 2 3 (16)

In the equation above, =a 0.321 , =a 0.2642 , and =a 15.13 are em-
pirical constants and the values adopted here are those reported by
Massman and Weil (1999). Experimental support for ≈a 0.31 for dense
canopies is discussed elsewhere (Poggi et al., 2004). Note that we add
the projection term Px in Eqns. (15) and (16) for consistency with the
LES, because only this component of the LAI is providing resistance to
the mean flow. If this model is used and the integral that appears in
Eqn. (13) is evaluated, then

∫ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= ⎡
⎣
⎢ − ⎛
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1/2 3/2

2 (17)

The final expression for the deposition velocity follows

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
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3/2

*
1/2 2/3 2 (18)

Note that there is a cancellation between the factor LAI h/ origi-
nating from Sd (see Eqn. (13)) and its inverse originating from the in-
tegral of the mean velocity. Thus, the effect of LAI enters only through
the exponential term describing the mean velocity attenuation (i.e.β).
This term controls the ratio between velocity and momentum flux at the
canopy top. Another interesting result embedded in Eqn. (18) is the
dependence on friction velocity, given by ∝V ud *

1/2 instead of the linear
proportionality implied by models that assume V u/d * to be independent
of u* (see further discussion below).

To assess the fidelity of this reduced model for deposition velocity at
the canopy top, results are compared to deposition velocities directly
computed from the LES in Fig. 9. Model predictions for the dense ca-
nopies are in agreement with LES results for all particle sizes (Fig. 9a).
However, the model predicts deposition velocities lower than those
obtained in the LES for the sparse canopies as expected. This under-
prediction is associated with the ground deposition (first term on the
right-hand side of Eqn. (13)). Inclusion of this term using the value of
u u( / )*,sfc * from the LES yields predictions in good agreement with LES

results for sparse canopies as well. That is, the UFP collection by the
above-ground foliage remains plausible even for sparse canopies. Pre-
dictions for the canopies S1 and D1 with different levels of turbulence
are also in good agreement with the LES (Fig. 9b) and model predic-
tions for all particle sizes and all simulation conditions used here are
within ± 20% of the values obtained from the LES (Fig. 9c) despite the
vertical variations in a z( ).

It is also of interest to evaluate the performance of the deposition
model proposed by Slinn (1982), given its widespread use. For UFP and
adopting the reference height to be at the canopy top, Slinn's deposition
model can be written as

= ⎡
⎣⎢

+ −
+

⎤
⎦⎥

−
V
u

C u
u

E
E E γE

1 1
tanh( )

,d
D

h B

B B B* *
1/2 1/2

1

(19)

with =C u u( / )D h*
2, = −E C C Sc( / )B v d

2/3, and = −γ C a κ h d h[ /( ( ))]d 0
1/2 ,

with C C( / )v d being the ratio of viscous to total drag, κ the von Karman
constant, and d0 the displacement height. For consistency with the LES
framework here, we adopt =a P LAI h/x , =u u β/ 1/h * , and also use the
model from Massman and Weil (1999) to determine the displacement
height. The resulting equation for V u/d * is independent of u*, suggesting
a linear scaling ∝V ud *. Comparison between this model and LES results
is shown in Fig. 9d for =C C( / ) 1/3v d as proposed by Slinn (1982) and

=C C( / ) 1.1v d , which fits better the LES results and is closer to the value
obtained by Lin and Khlystov (2012). Nevertheless, there is significant
scatter in the plot for the cases with =u 0.5 m/ss . In addition, the model
yields large under predictions for all particle sizes and canopy archi-
tectures (S1 and D1) under low turbulence conditions represented by

=u 0.2 m/ss (these correspond to all the 10 points significantly below
the ± 20% line in the figure).

5. Conclusion and future directions

The effect of canopy morphology (foliage amounts and distribution)
on UFP deposition onto vegetation elements were explored using large
eddy simulations and a reduced analytical model. LES results are in
agreement with published data from the SMEAR II field site in Southern
Finland. The comparison is not ideal for validating the numerical im-
plementation due to lack of truly size resolved fluxes in the observa-
tions. However, the acceptable agreement does lend confidence in the
plausibility of the LES results for the turbulent flow generation and UFP
deposition.

The LES results for a range of idealized canopies show that the total
particle deposition and the deposition velocity at the canopy top are
insensitive to the vertical distribution of leaf area but sensitive to LAI.
This finding appears paradoxical given the dependence of turbulence
flow statistics and in canopy UFP fluxes on z h/ c. However, LAI does
play an important role on these quantities. A number of idealized ca-
nopy simulations were undertaken that yield weaker effects of LAI on
deposition velocities when compared to those inferred from other
models (Vesala et al., 2005; Katul et al., 2011). We also observed that
for sparse canopies, there is non-negligible effects of turbulence in-
tensities and particle size on the deposition velocities even in the UFP
range.

A reduced analytical model is developed to explain the aforemen-
tioned observations and paradoxes for dense canopies. The analytical
model describes LES deposition velocities to within 20% for all UFP
sizes, turbulence conditions, and canopy architectures. The model also
shows that for sparse canopies, the ground deposition is not negligible.
This model may be effective in designing future LES runs or field ex-
periments alike.

Ongoing LES development efforts will now focus on improving two
aspects of the framework proposed here. On the flow generation side,
accounting for waving vegetation effects on the vegetation drag coef-
ficient is on-going to the current LES with UFP scheme used here. These
revisions will presumably enhance the description of third-order flow
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statistics near the canopy top and expand the possibilities to explore the
ejection-sweep events in momentum and UFP. The additions of thermal
stratification and topographic variability is another development under
consideration.

On the particle deposition side, there are a number of key features
that must be added to expand the utility of the LES to address a wider
set of problems. At the most basic level, the LES does not consider leaf
micro-roughness and leaf shape (e.g. broad-leaves versus conifers)
above and beyond smooth surfaces. Wind tunnel experiments suggest
that such effects have substantial impact on UFP deposition at large LAI
as discussed elsewhere (Huang et al., 2015). Likewise, UFP charge has
been entirely ignored and must be considered in future LES studies (Lee

et al., 2012), perhaps using the image force method (Alonso et al.,
2007). The aforementioned addition may be significant for snow-cov-
ered vegetation. Last, the imposed upper boundary condition - a con-
stant UFP concentration and accompanying size distribution at the
domain top is likely to be unrealistic during UFP growth phases. How to
include aerosol-sized particle dynamics in such high resolution canopy
LES is a topic for future research.
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